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Abstract: The aim of this study is to compare the welfare effects of support purchase policy implication with
deficiency payment system on Turkey’s hazelnut sector point of view of budget cost, effects on production,
consumption and foreign trade, producer gain or loss, consumer gain or loss, and net social welfare. Partial
Equilibrium Model was used in the study while making analysis. Research findings show that supporting
purchase can be prefered to deficiency payment when budget cost is considered. On the other hand, deficiency
payment have more advantage than the support purchase in terms of net social welfare.
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INTRODUCTION

Hazelnut is one of the Turkey’s traditional export
products. Turkey supplies nearly 73% of world
production and exports 84% of its production, which
accounts for around 20% of total agricultural exports
from Turkey[1]. Hazelnut cultivation is mainly peformed
on steep lands in Black Sea region of Turkey [2]. It is
estimated that nearly 400 thousand farmers in Turkey are
engaged in producing hazelnut each year. Price support
was used as a major policy in Turkey’s hazelnut sector
for a long time. It dates back to 1938, which was also the
yearin which HazelnulnutAgricultural Sale Cooperatives
Union (Fiskobirlik) was established[3]. Continuous losses
resulted in these cooperatives being converted into state-
run cooperatives and the state becoming the purchasing
agent. The hazelnut support price had worked as a floor
for prices. However, some producer may have sold to
local private handlers and firms at a price lower than the
support price due to not payment of money by the
government to producer on time regularly [4]. To control
the accumulation of stocks, restrictions on hazelnut-
planted areas were implemented in 1989 by enacting a
new regulation [5]. This regulation restricted hazelnut-
planted areas to areas that are less than 750 metres above
sea level, with at least a 12% slope, and composed of 4th

or higher class soil, excluding some specificied areas[6].
Inspite of this regulation, hazelnut production continued
in forbidden areas. An additional regulation enacted in
1995 provided a program to pay producers to convert
hazelnut-planted areas having young trees to alternative
crops[7]. At the end of the 1990s a common idea that
support purchaise applied in Turkey were inadequate to

solve the problems of Turkey’s agriculture and caused
inefficiency. Therefore, alternative support policy tools
(i.e. deficiency payments and direct income payments)
were advised instead of support purchase to reach
agricultural policy aims. Without making enough
academic research onthem, Turkey decidedto implement
direct income payment, and excluded deficiency
payment. The main reason for this was the aggreement
betweenTurkey and the InternationalMonetary Fund and
World Bank.

The aim of this study is to compare economic and
welfare effects of support purchase policy implication
with deficiency payment system on Turkey’s hazelnut
sectorpoint of view of budget cost, effects onproduction,
consumption and foreign trade, producer gain or loss,
consumer gain or loss, and net social welfare.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data were obtained from Turkish Republic State
Institute of Statistics, State Planning Organisation,
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs, FAO,
FAS/USDA,etc. In adition, various scientific papers were
used as reference.

During the calculation of new quantities (when
moving from one policy to another policy) following
equations were used[8-10].

(1)

where; s is price elasticity of supply, Qa is quantity
supplied at target price, Qb is quantity supplied at border
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price, Pa is target price, and Pb is border price.

(2)*
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where; d is price elasticity of demand, Qx is quantity
demanded at target price, Q y is quantity demanded at
border price, P a is target price, Pb is border price.

Following information and assumptions were taken
into consideration while making analysis of support
purchase and deficiency payment in the study:

 The price elasticities of supply and demand for
hazelnut were 0.94 and -0.40, respectively.

 In 2000, one kg hazelnut is TL 2 200 000 = $3.529.
 Border price(c.i.f) was assummed as $3.461 per kilo

(f.o.b. + freight + insurance ).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Effects of support purchase and deficiency payment
on hazelnut sector are shown in Figure 1, and explained
in Table 1 and 2.

To calculate both producer and consumer welfare,
the concepts of producer surplus and consumer surplus
should be taken into consideration in partical equilibrium
analysis. Producer surplus is defined as “the area above
the supply curve and below the price line of the
corresponding firm or industry”. On the other hand,
producer surplus is explained as “the area under the
demand curve and above the price line”[11,12].

Border price of a commodity can be base for both
producer and consumer in free market conditions.
However, if government interferes market via support
purchase, producers have to sell their commodities at
target price and also consumers have to demand these
goods according to new price level. Amount of support
given to farmers via support purchase was calculated as
$68.00 per ton (target price: $3529 per ton, border price:
$3461 per ton). At this price level, Turkey is a hazelnut
exportercountry because amounts of hazelnut production
and consumption were 245 000 tons and 84 500 tons. In
free market conditions the amountof hazelnut production
and consumption would be 240 560 tons and 85160 tons,
respectively. This means thatTurkey would be a hazelnut
exporter country. Support purchase leaded to 1.85%
increase in production and 0.76% decrease in
consumption, compared to free market. With application
of support purchase, the increase in producer welfare was
calculated as nearly $16.51 million but decrease in
consumer welfare as nearly $5.77 million. Budget cost of
this policy was nearly $10.91 million. Net social loss was
determined as nearly $173 440 (Table 2).

Deficiency payment is an alternative policy for
support purchase. It is a system that supports consumers.
The basis of deficiency payment is summarised as: i)

Fig. 1: Welfare effects of support purchase and
deficiency payment on hazelnut sector.

target price equals to average production cost of the
agricultural commodity plus 30% producer profit, ii)
intervention price will be determined 5% below the
border price, and iii) the difference between border price
or market price and target price will be paid to producer
as deficiency payment[13]. When deficiency payment is
applied to hazelnut, farmers sell the product at target
price but consumers buy it at border price. At this point,
the amounts of hazelnut production and consumption
were 245 000 tons, and 85 160 tons, respectively.
Production and consumption quantities at border price
show the situation that happens in a free market
conditions.Deficiency payment leaded to 1.85% increase
in hazelnut production but no increase or decrease on
hazelnut consumption. With deficiency payment the
increase in producer welfare would be $16.509 million,
but no change in consumer welfare. Its budget cost was
$16.660 million. Net social loss would be nearly
$150.960 million (Table 2).

Following conclusions can be derived from the
comparision of support purchase and deficiency payment
(Table 2):

 Support for hazelnut producers and consumers were
the same in both deficiency payment and purchase
support policy applications ($68 per ton).

 Support purchase is a system which aims at
increasing only producer welfare but deficiency
payment takes into consideration both welfare of
producer and consumer.

 Amount of exportable hazelnut is higher in support
purchase system than deficiency payment (160 500
tons > 159 840 tons).

 With application of deficiency payment
consumer price would decrease. Therefore,
depending on demand elasticity, amount of
consumption would increase from 84 500 tons to
85 160 tons.
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Table 1: Economic and Welfare Effects of Support Purchase and Deficiency Payment (hazelnut is an exportable agricultural commodity
before and after intervention).

base support purchase deficiency payment
------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
amount policy effect amount policy effect

Producer price PS PH advantage (producer) PH Advantage (producer)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumer price PS PH disadvantage (consumer) PS Advantage
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Advantage (consumer)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Production Q1 QH Q1 QH (increase) QH Q1 QH (increase)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumption QS Q2 QSQ2 (decrease) QS QSQS (no effect)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Foreign trade Q1 - QS QH - Q2 (Q1 - QS) (QH - Q2) QH - QS (Q1 - QS)  (QH- QS)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Producer welfare PH BFPS increase effect PH BFPS increase effect
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumer welfare PH AEPS decrease effect No effect
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Budget cost A B C D PH BDPS
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net social loss AEC+BDF BDF

Table 2: Comperative Analysis of Support Purchase and Deficiency Payment on Hazelnut Sector (Base Year: 2000).
Support Purchase (1) Deficiency Payment (2) Difference (2) - (1)

Prices ($ / ton)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Target Price 3 529 3 529
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Border Price 3 461 3 461
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Producer Price 3 529 3 529
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumer Price 3 529 3 461 - 68
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Elasticities
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Supply Elasticity 0.94 0.94
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Demand Elasticity - 0.40 - 0.40
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Quantities (ton)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Production 245 000 245 000
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumption 84 500 85 160 660
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Export (Production – Consumption) 160 500 159 840 - 660
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Quantities at Border Prices (ton)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Production 240 560 240 560
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumption 85 160 85 160
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Export (Production - Consumption) 155 400 155 400
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Effects of support purchase on (%)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Production 1.85 ---
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumption - 0.76 ---
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Effects of deficiency payment on (%)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Table 2: Continued.
Production --- 1.85
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Consumption --- 0.00
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Welfare Effects ($)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net Social Loss in Production 150 960 150 960
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net Social Loss in Consumption 22 440 0 - 22 440
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net Social Loss 173 400 150 960 - 22 440
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Change in Consumer Welfare - 5 768 440 0 5 768 440
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Change in Producer Welfare 16 509 040 16 509 040
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Budget Cost - 10 914 000 - 16 660 000 - 5 746 000
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Net Social Gain - 173 440 - 150 960 22 440
Note: assumed there is no stock

 Amount of production, consumption and foreign
trade at border price level were the same as in both
support purchase and deficiency payment.

 If deficiency payment were applied instead of
support purchase, producer price would equal to
target price in new system. Therefore, there would
not be a change in hazelnut production (QH= 245000
tons).

To sum up, supporting purchase can be prefered to
deficiency payment if budget cost is considered. On the
other hand, deficiency payment has more advantage than
the supporting purchase in terms of net social welfare.
But, it should not be forgotten that public finance
supported by tax revenue, strong economic, legal and
institutional structure, farmers who have technical
knowledge and capital accumulations to work at the
lowest cost, having a competitive input market structure,
and suitability of agricultural product market to world
agricultural market are the main conditions to apply
deficiency payment system successfully[14].
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